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Introduction: Because of planned touch down of the 
Phoenix Lander on northern plains of Mars in June, 2008 we 
began a simulation program in our planetary science educa-
tion. We prepare Hunveyor as a modeling probe for simula-
tions of some works which is planned on Phoenix. First we 
show planetary atmospheric measuring instruments. We 
intend to carry out simulations in terrestrial conditions, but 
principles and methods will be analogous.  

Atmospheric measuring instruments on Phoenix-
Hunveyor: The purpose of this work not only to build in-
strumentations but to show a method for planetary science 
experiment from the principle through a simple experiment, 
then planning and building an instrument by students onto a 
space probe. The main steps first are shown on an example 
simple experiment how to measure the speed of streaming air 
in a windy planetary atmosphere by the principle of sonic 
anemometry. This method gives grades for students to reach 
more developed instruments [1-3]. 

 
Principle and a basic simple experiment: First we 

modeled it with students in a large scale physical environ-
ment. Streaming air masses transport the medium which is 
oscillating by the impulses of sounds. In a simple experimen-
tal arrangement four students are standing at the vortices of a 
square.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. This is a simple experiment with 4 students standing at the 
corners of a square in a symmetric arrangement. Streaming air 
transports sonic waves. 2D (in the plane) measuring arrangement. 
 
Light and sonic signal is emitted by all 4 students (i.e. shoot-
ing). They are also observers. They are measuring the start-
ing time point of 1) first light, then 2) the sonic signal of the 
student in front of them. Intervals between light and sonic 
signal are shorter for B and C observers, than intervals for 
the A and D observers, because moving air masses added 

(for B and C) or subtracted (A and D) a speed component to 
or from the speed of sonic waves in the air. 
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Fig. 2. Signal sources seem to have been moved according to 

the wind’s air mass movement, by equal direction vectors. Signal 
running times should be compared for calculating the wind’ speed. 

 
A measuring arrangement may use benefits of the ge-

ometry: sonic emitter and the two sensors are arranged in a V 
form. The signals of the E emitter arrive to the two sensors at 
P and Q (Fig. 2.) For t1 and t2 time points the triangles can be 
formulated by the cosines theorem, as given: for Q: 

A

 
Fig. 3. This 
is a V ge-
ometry 
arrangement 
with one 
emitter 
(virtual 
sonic source 
E) and two 
(P and Q) 
sensors. 
Here S is the 
length of the 
equal edge 
of V 
triangle, c is 
the sonic 
speed and ν 
is the speed 
of the 
streaming 
air. 
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From the two equations the speed of the streaming air can be 
expressed:  
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If the sides of the equal sided triangle is opened to have 
180 degree angle, the two opposite observers case is given. 
The final formula for the 4 observers in this way is: 
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Hunveyor as the modeling probe for planetary at-

mospheric measurements on the surface of Mars: Hun-
veyor is a student developed experimental space probe 
model. We build various instruments on them. For Phoenix-
Hunveyor package the dust collector is an important instru-
ment. It is partly related to the electrostatic measurements. 

In this dust collector (named Foeldix by professor Földi, 
Eötvös University) special electrodes and their arrangement 
allow that the streaming airflow through the instrument 
should be coagulated. The dust and other complex particles 
precipitate and sediment from the streaming particles in the 
instrument [4-5].  
 

 
Fig. 4. The dust collector Foeldix on Hunveyor. Space Day 
2003, Budapest. 

 
Coagulation is made more effective because of the pres-

ence of the negatively charged water molecules on the sur-
face of dust particles (both in Mars and on the Earth). The 
coagulated materials may contain even various bacterial 
components, too (both in Mars and on the Earth) [6-7]. We 
plan to carry out the experiments with the instruments in the 
Great Hungarian Plain. There dry alkaline grounds can be 
found, (especially in Hortobágy puszta). Hortobágy is also 
adequate place for Mars analog studies because dust devils 
can emerge there in summer hot windy days. 

Other wind measuring instruments of Hunveyor: The 
Hunveyor-4 is equipped model with wind instruments [8].  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. Wind 
direction and 
strength in-
struments on 
Hunveyor-4 of 
Székesfe-
hérvár.  
 

Summary: We are preparing with the 4 Hunveyors (re-
cently in construction at various Hungarian universities and 
colleges) to model simulations of some works which is 
planned on Phoenix to be landed on Mars in 2008 (here with 
planetary atmospheric measuring instruments). This is using 
programs shown in our concise atlases about the planetary 
microenvironment studies [9]. We intend to carry out simula-
tions in terrestrial conditions in the Hungarian Plain. First we 
visited Fülöpháza moving dunes region in 2005 August.  
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